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Abstract—Large integer polynomial multiplication is frequently
used as a key component in post-quantum cryptography
(PQC) algorithms. Following the trend that efficient hardware
implementation for PQC is emphasized, in this letter, we propose a
new hardware-implemented lightweight accelerator for the large
integer polynomial multiplication of Saber (one of the National
Institute of Standards and Technology third-round finalists). First,
we provided a derivation process to obtain the algorithm for the
targeted polynomial multiplication. Then, the proposed algorithm
is mapped into an optimized hardware accelerator. Finally, we
demonstrated the efficiency of the proposed design, e.g., this
accelerator with v = 32 has at least 48.37% less area-delay
product (ADP) than the existing designs. The outcome of this work
is expected to provide useful references for efficient implementation
of other PQC.

Index Terms—Hardware implementation, large integer
polynomial multiplication, lightweight accelerator, post-quantum
cryptography.

I. INTRODUCTION

I T IS known that large integer polynomial multiplication is
the critical component for many post-quantum cryptography

(PQC) algorithms. In particular, polynomial multiplication over
ring Zl/(x

N + 1) (l is q/p [1]) is the bottleneck arithmetic
operation for key encapsulation mechanism (KEM) Saber (the
National Institute of Standards and Technology third-round PQC
standardization finalist) as it involves unequal-sized coefficients
between two input polynomials and it is challenging to be
implemented. Following the recent research trend [2], efficient
hardware acceleration for this polynomial multiplication is of
great importance.

Current Efforts. There are two types of hardware implementa-
tions for the targeted polynomial multiplication: the high-speed
one and the lightweight design. The former type includes two
recent designs in [3] and [4] and three other optimized high-
performance architectures in [5], [6], and [7], respectively. While
for the latter type: the first design was presented in [3]; two
designs were then respectively given in [5] and [8]. These works
are the major efforts in the field.
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Our observation is that most of the existing designs were
tailored for high-performance operations while lightweight de-
signs were less released [5], [9], [10]. Meanwhile, we notice that
polynomial multiplications for different PQC have been inves-
tigated recently [11], [12], [13], [14]. Following this trend, we
propose an efficient hardware-implemented lightweight poly-
nomial multiplication accelerator (LPMA) for Saber on the
field-programmable gate array (FPGA).

Main Contribution. The challenge is that the targeted large
integer polynomial multiplication involves unequal-sized coef-
ficients of the input polynomials, and thus, standard fast algo-
rithms are not possible to deploy. For instance, the pre-addition
related operations in the Karatsuba method will increase the
bit-width in the subsequent point-wise multiplications, and thus,
the increased overhead may offset the gain from deploying
Karatsuba. Meanwhile, the targeted polynomial multiplication
uses number theoretic transform (NTT) unfavored parameter
sets. To obtain a lightweight design, we have derived the school-
book algorithm into a new format, i.e., a novel multi-channel
processing technique, for efficient computation and flexible
processing. In summary,
� We have given a detailed derivation process to obtain the

proposed polynomial multiplication algorithm.
� We have presented a design process to transfer the proposed

algorithm into desired LPMA.
� We have provided complexity analysis and comparison to

show the efficiency of the proposed design.
This paper is organized as follows. The preliminary is in-

troduced in Section II. The proposed algorithm is presented in
Section III. The hardware accelerator is described in Section IV.
Complexity and comparison are provided in Section V. Finally,
conclusions are given in Section VI.

II. PRELIMINARY KNOWLEDGE

Polynomial Multiplication for Saber: Large integer polyno-
mial multiplication over ring Zl/(x

N + 1) (l is q or p) is the
major arithmetic operation of Saber [1]. Based on [1], we have
N = 256 and the two moduli as q = 213 and p = 210, respec-
tively. Meanwhile, in the polynomial multiplication of Saber,
one polynomial has coefficients in the range [-5,5], [-4,4], and
[-3,3] (according to the three security ranks), respectively; while
another polynomial has coefficients of 10-bit/13-bit (13-bit de-
sign covers the 10-bit one).

III. ALGORITHMIC DERIVATION

Notation 1. Define D =
∑N−1

i=0 dix
i, G =

∑N−1
i=0 gix

i, and
W =

∑N−1
i=0 wix

i, where di, gi, andwi are 13-bit, 4-bit, and 13-
bit coefficients over Zq , respectively. Meanwhile, we define W
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as the product of D and G, and thus, we have (f(x) = xN + 1)

W = DGmod f(x), (1)

which is substituted with xN ≡ −1 (xN + 1 ≡ 0) to have

w0 = g0d0 − gN−1d1 − · · · − g1dN−1,

· · · · · · · · · ,
wN−1 = gN−1d0 + gN−2d1 + · · ·+ g0dN−1. (2)

Limitations of the Existing Processing Strategies: The first
lightweight accelerator for the targeted polynomial multipli-
cation was based on the Toom-Cook algorithm, however, it
involves the usage of too many DSPs [3]. Another accelerator
of [5] has small area usage, but it involves long latency and
requires frequent assistance with the external memory. Design
of [8] has used the strategy of sharing DSPs to speed up the
computation at the cost of two memory usage. For practical
application, it is desirable that: (i) the major computation can be
executed within the accelerator (even without the support of ex-
ternal memory); (ii) low resource usage; (iii) flexible processing
choices.

Proposed Algorithmic Processing Strategy: It is observed that
all the coefficients of G in wN−1 have positive signs, and thus
we can consider wN−1 and wN−2 of (2) first

wN−1 = gN−1d0 + gN−2d1 + · · ·+ g0dN−1,

wN−2 = gN−2d0 + gN−3d1 + · · · − gN−1dN−1, (3)

where the positions of coefficients ofG only shift by one position
in a circular format (not including the sign) between wN−1 and
wN−2, while the positions of coefficients of D remain the same.
If we adjust wN−2 by one position, i.e.,

wN−1 = gN−1d0 + gN−2d1 + gN−3d2 + · · ·+ g0dN−1,

wN−2 = − gN−1dN−1 + gN−2d0 + · · ·+ g0dN−2, (4)

where the same data sequence of coefficients of G can be shared
between wN−1 and wN−1 (only the sign of gN−1 is inverted),
i.e., only one identical input processing component is needed
(Section IV). Note the coefficients of D are serially fed in for
related multiplication and accumulation.

This property exists in all neighboring wj of (2), and from
which we can propose a new multi-channel processing technique
to improve the computation efficiency and the implemented ar-
chitecture, i.e., the coefficients of G within neighboring Wj (not
including the signs), can be shared between multiple processing
channels.

Notation 2: Define N = uv, where u and v are integers.
We then divide wj of (2) into u groups as W0, . . ., Wu−1,
where W0 = {wv−1, wv−2, . . . , w0}, W1 = {w2v−1, . . . , wv},
. . ., Wu−1 = {wN−1, , wN−2, . . . , wN−v}. We also define G0,
G1, . . ., Gu−1 represent the corresponding coefficients (includ-
ing the signs) of G for W0, . . ., Wu−1, respectively. More-
over, Gu−1

0 denotes all the coefficients of G for wN−1 and the
same to Gu−1

1 , . . . , Gu−1
v−1 . Finally, we have Gu−1

0,0 = gN−1, . . .,
Gu−1

0,N−1 = g0, which apply to G0, . . ., Gu−2.
Based on Notation 2, we can then consider Wu−1 first as

wN−v = − gN−1dN−v+1 − · · ·+ g0dN−v,

· · · · · · · · ·
wN−1 = gN−1d0 + gN−2d1 + gN−3d2 · · ·+ g0dN−1, (5)

where the coefficients of G are processed in the same
sequence for each wj (j = N − 1 to N − v), i.e., from
gN−1, . . ., to g0. Besides that, the values of D of all wj

Fig. 1. Proposed hardware accelerator.

(matched with related coefficients of G) are regularly ar-
ranged. For instance, for gN−1 of all wj , the matched co-
efficients of D are {d0, dN−1, . . . , dN−v+1}, which becomes
{d1, d0, . . . , dN−v+2} for d1 of all wj (this feature exists in
other values of G of (5), and we can use S(·) to denote it).

Notation 3: Define D0, . . ., Du−1 as related D coefficients
matching W0, . . ., Wu−1, respectively. Define S(Du−1)i (0 ≤
i ≤ N − 1) as related coefficients for each G within Wu−1,
e.g., we haveS(Du−1)0 = {d0, . . . , dN−v+1} andS(Du−1)1 =
{d1, . . . , dN−v+2} (similar to D0, . . . , Du−2).

The proposed algorithm is thus summarized as:

Algorithm 1: Proposed Large Integer Polynomial Multipli-
cation Algorithm.

Details of Algorithm 1. (i) operations in Line 5 of Algorithm
1 are executed in parallel, i.e., all v number of wi in each Wk are
processed at the same time; (ii) Line 6 executes the N cycles of
accumulations, i.e., point-wise multiplications of Gk

i,0S(Dk)0,
Gk

i,1S(Dk)1, . . ., Gk
i,N−1S(Dk)N−1 are accumulated to pro-

duce one Wk (v output results at the same time, Line 9); (iii) the
above operations are repeatedly executed for u times to deliver
all Wk (Line 3 and Line 11).

IV. PROPOSED HARDWARE ACCELERATOR

The overall layout of the LPMA is shown in Fig. 1. Note
that we have followed [3], [5] that the coefficients of G are
represented in the sign magnitude format ([−5, 5]) while the
coefficients of D are denoted as two’s complement form.

Multi-Position Shift-Register for G: This multi-position shift-
register is designed to to have multiple functions: (i) loading
all the coefficients of G into the registers in a serial format; (ii)
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Fig. 2. (a) The novel multi-position shift-register; (b) the C-1; (c) the C-N .
SI: sign inverter. R-i refers to the register.

circularly shifting the positions of all coefficients by v positions,
after all the coefficients ofG are loaded, to obtainGk−1 fromGk

(k = u− 1 to 1) once per every N cycles including the related
signs; (iii) circularly shifting the coefficients of Gk that these
N coefficients can be delivered out once per cycle. As shown
in Fig. 2, the proposed multi-position shift-register contains N
cells, i.e., “C-1” to “C-N”. The regular cell (“C-i” in Fig. 2(a)),
contains one 4-bit register and one 4-bit 2-to-1 MUX. Define
that the output of the register as “out-i”, then the two inputs
of the MUX are “out-(i− v)” and “out-(i− 1)”, respectively,
to execute the mentioned two types of shifting, namely the
1-position based shifting (or with circular) and the v-position
circular-shifting. Apart from that regular setup, there is also a
need of specific designing for those cells in the bottom and top
positions, as shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c), respectively. Basically,
there is a need of another 2-to-1 MUX in “C-1” such that the
shift-register can work in a circular-shifting format and serially
loading the input coefficients. While “C-N” needs a sign inverter
(SI) to realize the sign inverting according to Algorithm 1. Note
that because of the required v-position shifting, “C-1” to “C-v”
have similar setup as Fig. 2(b), which applies to “C-(N − 1)”
to “C-(N − v + 1)”.

During the loading phase, with the function of the MUXes
in respective cells, the input values are serially loaded in the
related registers. During the accumulation phase, all the loaded
coefficients in the registers are serially shifted to produce the
required coefficients to the accumulation units. During the group
switching phase, e.g., from Wk to Wk−1, all the coefficients
in the shift-register are circularly shifted by v positions, i.e.,
obtaining Gk−1 from Gk.

Processing Unit for D: The values of S(Dk)i for each Wk,
connecting Algorithm 1, are exactly the same, and hence the
needed values can be repeated per every N cycles. Besides that,
we notice that the values ofS(Dk)i andS(Dk)i+1, for a specific
Wk, are sequentially shifted by one position with a new value
being added to S(Dk)i+1. We can thus use these two properties
to design the processing unit for D, as shown in Fig. 3. It is
seen that in total v number of registers are involved within the
processing unit and the initially loaded values are d0, dN−1,
. . ., dN−v−1, respectively. Then, in the following N − 1 cycles,
values of d1, . . ., dN−1 are fed to the first register from left such
that the outputs of these registers produce the exact S(Dk)i.
This process repeats u times until all Wk are produced.

Computation Unit: As shown in Fig. 4, two inputs are mul-
tiplied and delivered to an accumulator; while the accumulator
functions to accumulate all the obtained multiplication results

Fig. 3. Processing unit (values in registers are initial loaded).

Fig. 4. Computation unit (Mul.: multiplier; Add.: adder).

Fig. 5. Multiplier and adder (FD: full adder).

(N cycles) and then output the result according to Line 9 of
Algorithm 1. Note that the signs for values of Gk

j,i within each
Wk are regularly switching from i = 0 to N − 1. For instance,
forWu−1, the values ofGu−1

j,0 within eachwj havev − 1negative
signs, which becomes v − 2 negative signs for Gu−1

j,1 (similar
to others). We have thus used an v-length shift-register (1-bit)
loaded with all ‘1’ but fed with ’0’ and the output of all v reg-
isters are used as control signals attaching to the corresponding
MUXes in the sign control cells of these v computation units,
respectively. A MUX-based method is used to realize the mul-
tiplier function (Fig. 5), following the strategy of [5]. Since the
4-bit input lies in the range of [−5, 5], we can pre-compute the
multiplication results and attach them to the MUX. Considering
that the 4-bit input is represented in the sign magnitude format,
we just need to cover the range of [0, 5] and the rest can be
covered by the sign bit connecting with the 2-to-1 MUXes in
the adder. In this way, all the multiplication and addition results
are correctly obtained.

Output Buffer: A buffer is used to deliver all parallel v outputs
in serial, i.e., insert a MUX & register-based buffer, where one
input of the MUX is connected from the output of register from
the corresponding computation unit.

Control Unit: The control unit is based a finite state machine
(FSM) with five stages, i.e., “reset”, “load”, “computation”,
“switch”, and “done”. The control unit enters the “reset” stage
after receiving a reset signal. Then, all the registers in the
shift-register and processing unit are enabled to load the cor-
responding coefficients in the “load” stage. After that, during
the “computation” stage, all the point-wise multipliers are ex-
ecuted for accumulation. Meanwhile, the input shift-register is
activated that the polynomial coefficients ofG start to rotate. The
“computation” stage lastsN − 1 cycles, and then the control unit
goes to the “switch” stage that the output buffer receives the ac-
cumulated results (v number) and then delivers them out serially.
The control unit then jumps back to the “computation” stage to
finish the remaining (u− 1) rounds (sign control shift-register
also repeats (u− 1) rounds) and finally goes to the “done” stage.
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TABLE I
IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS FOR THE PROPOSED LPMA

TABLE II
COMPARISON WITH THE EXISTING DESIGNS

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND COMPARISON

The area-time complexities of LPMA are briefly stated as
follows. The multi-position shift-register for G has (N + v)
4-bit 2-to-1 MUXes, N 4-bit registers, and v 1-bit inverters.
The processing unit for D contains v 13-bit registers. Each
computation unit has one multiplier, one adder, and one register
(all 13-bit). Finally, an output buffer of size-v with 13-bit is
needed. The computation time is uN cycles.

Implementation: The experimental setup is as follows.
� The proposed LPMA is coded by VHDL with function

validated on ModelSim (source code will be released
upon the paper’s acceptance). The implementation results
are obtained by AMD-Xilinx Vivado 2019.2 on Artix-7
XC7A12TLCSG325-2 L (follow [5]).

� The design is implemented with v = 2, v = 4, v = 8, v =
16, v = 32, and v = 64 (N = 256). We have used [−5, 5]
for G (covers all three security ranks of Saber).

The data in Table I serves 3 purposes: (i) the proposed
accelerator offers flexibility in processing speed; (ii) the pro-
posed LPMA maintains efficiency in implementation though its
area-complexity increases with v while the maximum frequency
slightly decreases; (iii) if the application environment allows,
we would recommend using a slightly larger v to obtain better
overall area-time efficiency.

Comparison: The comparison is listed in Table II with recent
lightweight designs of [3], [5], [8]. Note that these designs did
not report the slice and power, We thus calculated the equiv-
alent LUT (ELUT, reported LUTs added with the transferred
equivalent LUTs from DSPs and BRAMs, where 1 BRAM(8 k)
equals 70 slices, 1 DSP equals 128 slices, and 1 slice contains
4 LUTs [11]). Meanwhile, the area-delay product (ADP) is
obtained from ADP=#ELUT×(latency/Fmax).

As shown in Table II, the proposed accelerator involves signif-
icant efficiency over the existing ones. For example, the proposed
LPMA of v = 32 has at least 48.37% less ADP than the existing
designs (53.11% less when v = 64). Meanwhile, LPMA also
offers better choices in processing flexibility than [3], [5], [8].

Lastly, the proposed LPMA covers all security ranks of Saber,
i.e., more complete than the existing designs.

Discussion: While this paper aims to design lightweight ar-
chitecture, we do not compare it with the existing high-speed de-
signs (e.g., [5], [6], [7], [9], [10]) as different types of structures
have different priorities in architectural setup. Nevertheless, the
proposed algorithm and architecture can be extended to other
NIST PQC such as Falcon [15] (where the PQC scheme is not
bound with fast algorithms) to obtain similar efficiency under
lightweight applications.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this letter, a novel hardware implementation of large integer
polynomial multiplication is proposed. We first derive the pro-
posed algorithm for lightweight implementation of polynomial
multiplication. Then, we have presented the proposed accelera-
tor in a detailed format. Finally, implementation and comparison
have been carried out to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed design strategy.
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